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• Many reasons why formal contracts could fail 

(incompleteness)

• Relational contracts better: supported through threat to 

renege in repeated game (e.g. “trust”)

• Much theory – Examples: Bull (1987, QJE); Levin (2003, 

AER) Baker. Gibbons & Murphy (1994, QJE), Malcolmson 

(2013)

• Case study evidence in Gibbons & Henderson (2013)

• But little systematic quantitative evidence

• Consider 2 recent papers

Relational contracts
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• Importance of relational contracts with learning about seller 

type

• Key issue is seller reputation 

• Context: Start with population of rose exports. Major 

industry for Kenya 

─ 80% of all cut flower exports are roses

Macchiavello & Morjaria (2015, AER)



• Export data is of high quality – can observe price and 

quantity for 56 local sellers to 71 foreign buyers. 189 “Direct 

Relationships” between 2004-2008

• In addition to direct buyer-seller relationship, seller can also 

sell on spot market. Netherlands auctions. Useful as gives 

measurable source of Incentive Compatibility Constraint to 

construct a lower bound to value of relationship

• Dec 2007 heavily contested Kenyan election. An exogenous 

supplier shock: as violence erupts

• Focused in Rift Valley & 

Western Provinces

Data & Design





Direct Relationships have less variation in prices



• Contact: seller agrees to supply quantity (qr) of roses at a 

stable price. Buyer agrees to purchase these at this fixed 

price

• But formal contract hard to enforce in courts

• Incentives to renege

─ Seller could sell on spot market when price is high (and 

simply not deliver what they have promised in contract)

─ Buyer could refuse to pay or purchase usual amount 

when spot price is low (less of problem as these are 

large MNEs)

• So incomplete contracts need to enforced through relational 

contracts

Contracts



• Looks at several theories, but focus on relational contracts

─ No contract enforcement 

─ Extension with foreign buyer’s uncertainty over seller 

quality (uncertainty falls with age of relationship)

─ Extension to examine sellers’ reaction to the violence

Theory



1. If lack of enforcement constrains volume an unexpected 

increase in spot price should lead to a fall in transaction 

quantity of roses (elasticity  = -1), not an ending of contract

• Incentive compatibility constraint binds: lack of enforcement 

constrains rose quantity 

2. Lack of enforcement + learning about sellers’ type: 

imply relationship value increases with age of the relationship. 

• Consistent with learning over supplier quality

3. Lack of enforcement + learning about sellers’ type: In 

violence period suppliers can respond by increasing effort 

(e.g. replacing lost workers). But this effort is inverse U-

shaped in relationship age because:

• For very young relationships, not worth putting in effort. But as 

relationship lengthens, effort increases to signal supplier quality

• But for very long lived relationships don’t need to put in effort as 

supplier types already revealed

Predictions



Predictions

• For each relationship i in season t, ω*it is the week of the 

season which has highest spot market price pi,tω for roses 

(maximum temptation to renege)

• Lower bound to the value of the relationship i in season t

• This varies across seasons (T=3) and relationships 

(N=189). Sources of variation in relationship value

‒ Week of season where Incentive Constraint binds

‒ Price in this week

‒ Quantity in this week



When do you think spot price for Kenyan Roses 

peaks? 

• The modal week of maximum temptation is the week Valentine’s 

Day falls



Relationships do not disproportionately end when 

prices are high (suggests constrained optimal 

contracting)



Test 1: Relationship Volume falls when spot prices 

unexpectedly spike

• Expectations controlled for by season & seasonality dummies

• Cf. Rotemberg & Saloner (1983): temptation to renege ↑ in booms



Shipments & length of relationship

• AGE: How many shipments have been made between the 

parties in the relationship in the past

• Intuitive but:

‒ Mixes up age with selection (include relationship fixed 

effects on balanced panel to try and deal with this)

‒ Mixes up length of time with “size”

• Panel regression (even columns of Table 4) of transaction 

volume when IC binds (week of highest prices) include 

these relationship fixed effects



Test 2: More value in longer relationships

Fixed effects control for some types of selection



“Reliability”

• % roses shipped in violence areas vs. same period in pre-

violence period in the same relationship 

• Unsurprisingly, reliability fell (by about 17%) after violence 

(Tab 6 column (2) regression). Buyer fixed effects.

• Firms in violence-affected regions lost an average of 50% of 

their workers



Interpretation: For few transactions, little effort because 

relationship unlikely to last. For loads of transactions 

seller doesn’t need to invest in effort to signal “good 

type” & maintain relationship. Sweet spot in middle



Test 3: Indirect Evidence – reliability inverse U 

shaped in age of relationship in conflict regions



Test 3: Direct Evidence (tab 7)



• Nice design to look at impact of relationship contracts.

• Evidence for imperfect enforceability and learning about 

supplier type

• 3 tests reasonably intuitive, but

• No causality (is it really violence or some other region-specific time 

series change?)

• Nonlinearities hard to interpret – measurement error, etc. could 

generate non-linearities; are differences significant?

• Is it age or selection?

• Assumption that it’s learning about type may be wrong –

could be more general relationship (e.g. mutual investment)

Macchiavello & Morjaria: Summary
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• RCT to look at relational contracts

• Illustrates many of the empirical issues in trying to test such 

theories

• Not focused so much on nuances of theory. These very 2nd

order compared to more major empirical challenges of 

causality

Blader, Gartenberg & Prat (2019)



• Some management practices like Relative Performance 

Evaluation (RPE) work well in “individualist” culture

• But RPE may work poorly/negatively in “collectivist” settings. 

One reason is that if agent A improves effort then this could 

come at expense of agent B (as benchmark improves) 

─ In Benabou & Tirole (2003) framework, altruistic 

preferences will deliver this result (like an externality). 

This is model Blader et al (2003) use

─ But also fear of reprisal by low productivity workers 

would do the same thing – Bandiera, Barankay & Rasul 

(2010) find evidence for this

• In either case impact of RPE heterogeneous (like a 

complementarity)

Idea: Collectivist vs individualist cultures



• Big US Trucking company (“less than truckload” segment)

• RCT across sites within the company: treatment is explicit 

comparison of the weekly productivity of drivers

• Treatment 1: Public Posting (names)

• Treatment 2: Anonymous Posting (only Driver ID, IDed)

• Technologically feasible because company has Electronic 

On-Board Recorder (EOBR) which collects this data (from 

Aug 21 & completed in all sites by Dec 2013)

• Firm has also started roll-out of Toyota “lean manufacturing.” 

Phase 1 (from May 2011) of this is a cultural intervention to 

make sites more collectivist based on team work instead of 

traditional individualist system (“last American cowboys”)

• Employees, not contractors (unlike Baker & Hubbard, 2003). 

Under 200 miles shipments

Setting



Timeline

Lean roll-out: pre-RCT



• Researchers randomized the RPE treatments based on 

whether the site had introduced Phase 1 of Lean at least 3 

months ago (since Lean may take a while to have an effect)

• Other WMS elements of lean (Phases 2-5) not introduced 

yet anywhere

• Had practical problem that firm didn’t check compliance at 

first, so started this in 11/25/13 & discarded earlier data

• ~5,000 drivers in 143 sites  - 47 in control; 50 in named

postings (Treatment 1), 46 in IDed postings (Treatment 2, 

anonymous)

• Look 30 days prior to treatment, 30 days after & discarded 5 

days around implementation

• 93,313 driver-days 

Setting





• Gap Score: difference between actual & “potential” (optimal 

EOBR estimate given weather & route characteristics) miles 

per gallon

• Shift Score: “shifting events” due to excess revving, etc.

• Excess Idle Time: engine idling wastes fuel

• Total Fuel Lost: Aggregate measure of fuel wasted from 

idling, inefficient shifting, speeding & gearing

• They look at all 4 measures

Performance Measures (Higher value indicates 

LOWER productivity)



• Looks reasonably balanced

Balance of Experimental  Assignment



Coefficients suggest positive productivity effect 

(remember lower value better), but not significant



Look at treatment heterogeneity depending on 

whether site had Lean Phase 1 (“collectivist spirit”) 

• Idea that RPE will be beneficial when there is an 

individualist culture (“Truckers are America’s last cowboys”), 

but counter-productive when there is a collectivist culture



For named postings (Treatment 1), performance 

improves in in sites without Lean (Phase 1), but 

negative effect in sites with Lean

“Collectivist”

“Invividualist”





• Recall RCT is over posting treatment, NOT over Lean itself

• Lean Phase 1 not random. Sites which had the early 

introduction look systematically different from those that did 

not

• Example: lots more tractor per site (bigger); productivity 

better in sites where Lean introduced first (Gap, Shift 

significantly different)

Major problem: Is it really Lean causing the 

heterogeneous treatment effect



Look at treatment heterogeneity depending on 

whether site had Lean Phase 1 (“collectivist spirit”) 

Doesn’t look balanced on observables (so implement matching)



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 

Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

• But requires conditional independence assumption

Solutions?





1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 

Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2

• But concern over randomization

• T2 looks like T1 but noisier 

• Is RPE really anonymous? Informal comparison

Solutions?



For anonymous postings (Treatment 2, IDed), no 

significant interaction effects



1. Use propensity score matching to get common support for 

Lean and non-Lean sites (82 from 143 sites)

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2

3. Try to bound the bias by using Altonji et al (2005) approach 

to say that bias on unobservables can’t be bigger than bias 

on observables

• Not a strong test

4. Use a separate Employee Engagement Survey

• Suggests higher collectivism in Lean/Phase 1 sites

Solutions?





1. Propensity score matching

2. Comparison of Treatment 1 vs. Treatment 2

3. Bounding the bias

4. Use a separate Employee Engagement Survey

─ But….

─ Only available for a small sub-sample of sites (43 of the 

143)

─ Information gathered after the experiment, so could be 

outcome

─ Unclear if Phase 1 actually shifted any culture. Indeed, 

usually thought that culture is very hard to change

Solutions?



• In my view, probably best attempt so far to get at some 

causal evidence over relational contracts

• RCT in clean-ish single firm setting

• Does show that RPE has roughly zero effect

• But would be better to use a long-standing measure of 

culture (like employee engagement) PRIOR to the RCT

• Unclear than having the quasi-experiment of Lean is 

helpful at all to tackle the problem

• Unclear if real evidence for relational contract causing 

heterogeneity

• Would be even better to do a cultural intervention to see if it 

actually worked in an RCT

Conclusions on Blader et al (2019)



• Despite a lot of theoretical interest little econometric work. 

Only starting to emerge (Gibbons et al, 2015 on BSI)

• Fruitful area if cultural interventions possible. But by 

definition likely to be hard to shift in short-run. Heterogeneity 

of treatment wrt to existing differences

• Relates to issue of collusion in IO: often hard to identify 

(Chassang & Ortner, 2015)

‒ E.g. how to measure discount rates?

• Fruitful area for new work

Conclusions on empirics of relational contracts



Back Up



Volume variation during week of maximum 

temptation to deviate



• Treatment 1 reduces variance

• Doesn’t seem to work for Treatment 2

Solutions?


